
 
 
 

Milton Mount Home Learning – Weekly sheet to go home 

Date:      Year group:  

Level 1 – daily learning - compulsory 

 Maths Reading Writing 

OVER-

VIEW 

Daily white rose lessons –Watch the online video 

and then complete the questions OR pause the 

video and complete some of the questions as 

you go.  

Flash back 4 is a little bit like our 5-a-day, so have 

a go if you can.  

  

Remember you don’t have to print off the 

worksheet. You can write down your answers on 

paper and keep them together to show your 

teacher when we are back at school.  

  

We will be looking at Summer - Week 2.  

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-

5/  

 

 

Daily reading for at 

least 15 minutes per 

day.  

This can be online, any 

books or reading 

materials. We are 

monitoring 

accelerated reader 

each week and 

checking who has 

done some quizzes.  

  

We know some of your 

books might not be on 

accelerated reader so 

make sure you keep a 

log of the books you 

have finished.   

Unfortunately, we 

cannot add them 

onto accelerated 

reader at this time.  

 

This week, our activities are all based around this 

picture.  

 
We have attached some English resources to help 

you remember some of the terms. 

MON Day 1 – Lesson One – Adding decimals with the 

same number of decimals.  

Remember to use the place value mat to help 

you set out numbers in the correct column.  

Daily reading for at 

least 15 minutes per 

day.  

Activity 1 – Gathering ideas 

On a piece of paper collect lots of ideas about 

the picture. You could use a table like this: 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/


 
 
 

Be careful when adding as there is lots of 

exchanging (where the number goes over ten).  

  

Key fact:  

Perimeter is the length of sides all the way around 

the shape.  

  

In question 7, think about how 2.8 can also be 

represented.  

 

 

This can be online, any 

books or reading 

materials. We are 

monitoring 

accelerated reader 

each week and 

checking who has 

done some quizzes.  

 

Adjectives Nouns Verbs  Adverbs Figurative 

language 

Remember, figurative language includes: 

similes (as soft as silk or  like silk)  

metaphors (the sand was a silk ribbon), 

personification (when you make an object 

behave like a human eg the sand wrapped itself 

round the island),  

alliteration (eg silky sand),  

onomatopoeia (words that are like the sound they 

describe eg bang, crash, wallop), 

pathetic fallacy (when you use the weather to 

create the mood eg ‘dark clouds gathered 

overhead’ gives the idea that something bad will 

happen). 
 

TUES  

Day 2 – Lesson Two – Subtracting decimals with 

the same number of decimal places.  

Remember to exchange if the number on the 

bottom is more than the number above.  

  
 

Key fact:  

Difference means the gap/amount between the 

numbers.  

 

Daily reading for at 

least 15 minutes per 

day.  

This can be online, any 

books or reading 

materials. We are 

monitoring 

accelerated reader 

each week and 

checking who has 

done some quizzes.  

 

Activity 2 – Setting description. 

Use the vocabulary you gathered yesterday to 

write 7-9 good quality, compound and complex 

sentences describing the scene. This will make up 

one high quality paragraph. 

 

Think about including: 

-relative clauses (which, who, whose),  

-fronted adverbial starters (remember the 

comma),  

-subordinate clauses (I SAW A WABUB), 

coordinating conjunctions (fanboys), 

Start with a verb, start with an adjective.  

Vary your sentences and challenge yourself to use 

different structures. Try not to start any of your 

sentences with ‘The’ or ‘There’. 

-Use the figurative language from activity 1. 



 
 
 

 

WEDS  

Day 3 – Lesson Three – Adding decimals with a 

different number of decimal places.  

 
 

Top tip: If there are a different number of decimal 

places, eg, 2.5 + 3.16 add a zero as a place 

holder to make the numbers have the 

same number of decimal places.  

 

Daily reading for at 

least 15 minutes per 

day.  

This can be online, any 

books or reading 

materials. We are 

monitoring 

accelerated reader 

each week and 

checking who has 

done some quizzes.  

 

Activity 3 - Sick sentences 

Improve these sentences. Show off as many great 

writing skills as possible. Really extend yourself. 

Remember, we expect school quality work! 

 they sat on the sand and had there lunch 

 in the distance there was a rainbow 

 the little boat was on the water 

 the sun looked from it’s hiding place 

 waves moved the boat 

 no one was on the island 

 clouds got together in the sky 

 

THURS Day 4 – Lesson Four – Subtracting decimals with a 

different number of decimal places.  

Use the top tip from day 3.  

When you get to question 7, think about how you 

can represent the information that you have 

using the counters.  
 

 

Daily reading for at 

least 15 minutes per 

day.  

This can be online, any 

books or reading 

materials. We are 

monitoring 

accelerated reader 

each week and 

checking who has 

done some quizzes.  

 

Activity 4 – Dialogue  

 

Imagine that you and your family are the people 

on the island. You are playing a game of eye-spy 

as you eat your picnic. Write a paragraph 

including all the conversation. 

 

Remember to use: 

-Correct speech punctuation (inverted commas 

or quotation marks as some people call them). 

-New speaker, new line.  

-Try to include some action to break up the he 

said, she said pattern of dialogue  

- Better than ‘said’! 

-Show not tell to describe characters feelings or 

emotions 

-Setting around them 



 
 
 

Work your way through to find the missing 

numbers. Remember you might need to 

exchange from the next place value column to 

work out the answer.  

   

 

 

 

FRI Day 5 – Lesson 5 maths challenge 

White rose will add a document for the set 

challenges similar to last week. 

 

They are the same as the challenges on the BBC 

bite size site. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize 

 

Check under:  

Daily lessons – start lessons 

Year 5 

The day – 1st May - Maths 

 

They put all the challenges up for all year groups 

so see how many you can do. 

 

The answers (we think) will be uploaded later on. 

Why not get the whole family involved? 

 

Daily reading for at 

least 15 minutes per 

day.  

This can be online, any 

books or reading 

materials. We are 

monitoring 

accelerated reader 

each week and 

checking who has 

done some quizzes.  

 

Activity 5 – Edit and improve Ms Swinson’s 

paragraph. 

 

Look at the paragraph carefully. 

You’re the teacher today. 

1) Can you give Ms Swinson 2 ticks and an 

arrow? 

2) Can you edit and correct her paragraph – 

add your own descriptions and sentence 

openers. 

Use PEAT sentences to help you (we have sent 

them out in the parent mail) 

 

Ringed by a ribbon of golden sand, the coral 

island was desserted. At least, so it seemed. On 

closer inspection at the edge of the lapping 

turquoise water a family of for could be seen 

enjoying a paradise picnic while there little boat 

tugged gently at its mooring just along the sure. 

Lush, green palm trees where the only true 

inhabitants of this idyllic, faraway spot. All was 

peacefull, tranquill, calm. Overhead, although the 

sun still managed to cast it’s warming rays 

between breaks in the clouds a storm was 

gathering. skys were darkening. air was cooling. 

Soon the picnic would bee over It was time to 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize


 
 
 

leave befor the rippling waves became a swirling 

torrent too dangerous to navigate in the small 

craft. The familys only hope was a glorious 

rainbow curling over the horizon. Their safety 

however was not guaranteed. 

 

 

 

 

    

 



 
 
 

  



 
 
 

 

Level Two Home Learning 
You can choose from any of these additional activities! 

Texture hunt  

  

https://www.thenational.academy/year-

5/foundation/texture-treasure-hunt-year-

5-wk1-5/#  

Click on start lesson.  

  

This is a cool piece of artwork you can do 

with objects around the home. The video 

link is a teacher giving you a lesson or 

you can watch the slides underneath. 

We had added the slides to the pack so 

you can still do this task even if you don’t 

have access to the video at home. 
 

 
 
 

Reading  

This week, you could create a character 

comparison based on characters in the 

book that you are reading. Choose two 

different characters and answer the 

following questions about each of them:   

1. What are their names and what is the 

relationship between them?  

 2. What is their purpose in the story (e.g. 

are they a main character who drives the 

action forward or do they create problems 

other characters need to solve? Are they a 

source of danger, reassurance or 

wisdom?)   

3. What is their appearance and behaviour 

like? Draw a labelled picture based on 

evidence from the text.   

4. What are their thoughts and feelings 

towards the other character you have 

chosen?  

5. How do they change over the course of 

the story?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Music 

http://www.sussexmusicschool.com/milton-

mount-primary-school-resources/ 

 

Once you click on the link above, enter 

the password: classmusic 

Go to Year 5 (MM). 
 

Go onto Year 5 week commencing 23rd 

March 2020. Yes, I do mean March! 

 

This lesson teaches about harmonies in 

chords – especially with the Ukulele! Listen 

to the chords and see if you can work out 

which create a happy sound and which 

create a sad sound. 

 

 

The answers are also there to look at when 

you are done. 

 

Can you find any songs in the charts that 

are similar to the Sam Smith song? 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/foundation/texture-treasure-hunt-year-5-wk1-5/
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/foundation/texture-treasure-hunt-year-5-wk1-5/
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/foundation/texture-treasure-hunt-year-5-wk1-5/
http://www.sussexmusicschool.com/milton-mount-primary-school-resources/
http://www.sussexmusicschool.com/milton-mount-primary-school-resources/


 
 
 

Stem Science Spinners 
 

We have attached an activity to do with 

spinners. See if you can make the spinner 

hit the target. This could be an object 

you have in the house rather than a using 

paper to draw a target. 

 

https://pstt.org.uk/resources/curriculum-

materials/Science-Fun-at-Home 

You can also find the PDF on this site. 

Scroll down to 2. Spinning science 

 

Enrich – Reach 100 

This is a problem solving investigation. 

Here is a grid of four "boxes": 

 

You must choose four different digits 

from 1−9 and put one digit in each 

box. For example: 

 

This gives four two-digit numbers: 

52 (reading along the 1st row) 

19 (reading along the 2nd row) 

51 (reading down the left hand column) 

29 (reading down the right hand column) 

In this case their sum is 151. Remember 

that the word ‘sum’ means the total 

Purple mash 

We have set some to dos on your purple 

mash 2code. 

 

Choose just one to complete. We have 

made this a traffic light system. 

Green  = easier 

Amber = middle difficulty 

Red = challenge. 

 

Green = snail race 

Amber = Guard the castle (Gibbon) 

Red = Turtle road cross (Gorilla) 

 

Remember: 

User name is the first letter of your first 

name and your full surname (lower case) 

e.g. 

Jane Smith = jsmith 

Password = your 2 numbers specific to your 

login. 

 

Let your class teacher know if you cannot 

log in by emailing 

classteacher@miltonmount.co.uk 

 

https://pstt.org.uk/resources/curriculum-materials/Science-Fun-at-Home
https://pstt.org.uk/resources/curriculum-materials/Science-Fun-at-Home
mailto:classteacher@miltonmount.co.uk


 
 
 

when you add all the numbers. 

Try a few examples of your own. 

Is there a quick way to tell if the sum is 

going to be even or odd? 

 

 

Your challenge is to find 

four different digits that give four two-

digit numbers which add to a total 

of 100. 

How many ways can you find of doing 

it? 

 
 


